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Abstract

The paper provides for an analysis of the lawmaking procedure, enshrined in art.138 and art. 139 of the EC Treaty, in the area of EU social policy. The legislative scheme provided therein introduced an institutionalised model of participation of “civil society” groups (EU-level organizations of labour and management) to European governance, and, without a doubt, represents an extremely important field of experimentation for new self-regulatory processes. However, it must be assessed whether the current framework of the procedure allows the attainment of the fundamental aim pursued by participatory models of conferring more democratic legitimacy into the lawmaking process. As a matter of fact, the lack of representativity and accountability of the social partners (acting as lawmakers) and the very limited role of EU institutions in the process may endanger the target of ensuring an adequate representation of a wide range of interests, eventually resulting in the paradox of emphasising, rather than lessening, the democratic deficit in the lawmaking process.

After having examined the implications of the procedure in terms of normative models of representation, legitimacy and accountability, in a constructive perspective two fundamental changes are advocated: (i) the establishment by the EU institutions and by the social partners of more defined rules of representativity, accountability and transparency of the process and (ii) reshaping the balance between private and public actors in the process -by supplementing the functional representation of the social partners with a wider representation of interests by the EU institutions- in favour of a more inclusive and fair representation of interests.

***

I. Participatory democracy and the representation of interests by the social partners

In the contentious debate about the lack of democratic legitimacy, accountability and transparency in the European Union, the idea of enhancing better governance through a broader participation of civil society has being strongly advocated among scholars and, more recently, by EU institutions.
The concept of “participation” is, in fact, at the hearth of the White Paper on Governance\(^1\), whereby the Commission identifies the main principles of good governance in “openness, participation, accountability, effectiveness, coherence”. The participation of European civil society, through organizations representative of supranational interests, to the developments of transnational governance, has been framed as “a means to connecting society to structures of governance”\(^2\). According to the model proposed by the European Commission - which seems also strongly consistent with theories of democratic experimentalism\(^3\) - participatory democracy is conceived as a bottom-up, rather than a top-down, model, in which civil society is enabled to give inputs in order to shape and influence the governance of the public community\(^4\).

The involvement of organizations of interests in policymaking is not a novelty in the European arena. Organized interests have always been present at EC level, providing expertise and support in the implementation of European policies, to the extent that it has been also even questioned whether they have adjusted in time to the evolution of European integration or whether they themselves have been “driving forces” of the integration process\(^5\).

Despite that, organizations of interests have been generally acting at EU level according to informal schemes and, as recognized in the White Paper, the search for “rules of participation” of civil society to European governance is still in an early stage\(^6\).

An exception to the mentioned informal setting is currently envisaged in the EU social policy field, where the participation of the social partners\(^7\) to the lawmaking procedure has been granted even a constitutional framework (art.138 and 139 of the EC Treaty). As a result, the area of social policy may indeed represent today an important field of experimentation in the crucial search for new regulatory models.

However, drawing on a strict analysis of the legal provisions and of the current rules of implementation of this alternative model of drafting legislation, in this paper we argue
that the goal of achieving a more democratic governance through participatory models may be endangered if, at the bottom, a sufficiently wide representation of interests is not guaranteed. When binding legislation is considered, as in the new social policy lawmaking procedure, the encouragement of self-regulatory processes by private organizations must be combined with the fundamental need of representing the interests of those who, not being represented by the organizations involved in the procedure, will be affected by the outcome of the legislative process.

From a historical perspective, trade unions and business associations -today explicitly addressed by the White Paper as organized interest groups part of the “civil society- have been organized at European Community level since the very beginning of the European Community experience. However, whereas they have been initially exerting influence mainly through informal activities (such as lobbying), their participation has gradually evolved toward more formal and, as mentioned above, very recently even into institutionalised schemes.

As a matter of fact, while the social partners have been involved in the past in many consultation procedures and various committees, to date they are formally granted, directly by the EC Treaty (art. 138 and art. 139), a right of mandatory consultation and of drafting legislation in the social policy field. Such empowerment does not have any concurrent example in the entire EU institutional architecture and, to a great extent, not even at the national level of Member States.

The mentioned process, whose outcome is the conferment to the social partners of a key role in the shaping of EU social policy, has seen a first stage with the Single European Act of 1986, where the relevance of the “social dialogue” between the social partners (and, in an unclear extent, with the Commission as well) has been recognized in art. 118b. Later on, in 1992, the Agreement on Social Policy (APS) annexed to the Maastricht Treaty designed a system of consultation and participation by the social partners to the lawmaking process. Finally, by means of the incorporation of the mentioned agreement in the EC Treaty by the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1997, the lawmaking procedure providing
for the involvement of social partners became at any effect part of the EC legislation currently in force.

As a matter of fact, a closer look – in and beyond the façade of the written rules - to the crucial issue of how representation of interests is carried out in the social field raises some doubts about the fact that a participation implemented according to the current practice may meet the goal of increasing the democratic legitimacy of the lawmaking process.

In section II of this paper, we focus, using a more empirical basis, on the main features of the new lawmaking procedure and on the “identity” of social partners (with reference to their structures and to the representativity issue as addressed by the institutions and by the Court of First Instance in the UEAPME case⁹). Such an assessment is crucial because we believe that the lack of proper consideration of the nature and consistence of the actors participating to the process could lead to an excessive emphasis on the real democratic “potential” of the new procedure. The issues raised are the following. Who are the social partners and for whom they really speak? Can they guarantee an extensive representation of interests or is the representation via the social partners is just an elitist practice? Who has the task of assessing the accountability of social partners and according to which criteria?

In section III we examine some normative models of participation (mainly referring to neo-corporatism theories and to the consociational approach) in order to understand to what extent the model currently enhanced may reproduce or may be assimilated to previous experiences and to what extent it introduces completely new elements requiring the development of a new model.

The issues of democracy and accountability, seen in connection with representation of interests are discussed in section IV. Is the model of functional representation, encompassed by the social partners, able to replace, in a democratic discourse, the territorial representation? Is representativity, in the broad dimension of the Community,
still an appropriate paradigm to assess the accountability of public actors (such as the social partners) or should such concept be reshaped? Should the concept of institutional balance apply also to lawmaking in the social field (with the consequence of recovering the role of the European Parliament in the procedure) or is the absence of the European Parliament irrelevant in terms of democracy? How are interests not represented by the social partners given voice in the lawmaking process?

Finally, in section V we propose to review the current model of participation of the social partners to the drafting of legislation enforcing two main changes. Firstly, a new set of rules concerning the representativity of social partners should be implemented, either by the European institutions or by the social partners themselves. While the norms concerning the criteria and yardsticks to become a “ruler” and to assess accountability must be determined at legislative level, the organizations currently involved in the legislative procedure should indeed give their contributions, by refining their internal structures and representation mechanisms (currently very indefinite) in order to ensure representativity, coordination with the national levels, and transparency in the deliberative process. Secondly, a more balanced participation and coordination between public and private parties in the lawmaking process must be pursued. The current procedure does not envisage any role for the European Parliament and reduces the functions of the Commission and of the Council to mere control (they are not entitled to amend the proposals of the social partners, but only to implement or reject the agreement). Such an unbalance, which could raise serious concerns for the representation deficit in the procedure (also due to the intrinsic limits of functional representation of private parties) and for the lack of political responsibility and accountability of the social partners, could be reduced by coordinating the functional representation with the territorial representation ensured by the European Parliament or by “recovering” a more active participation of the Commission and of the Council.

II. The normative and empirical framework of the activity of the social partners in the lawmaking procedure
A. The lawmaking procedure of art.138 and art. 139 of the EC Treaty

The last amendments in the Treaties and the evolution of the policy making strategies at the European level have framed a major role for the social partners in shaping the social policy of the European Union. However the empowerment of the social actors with the right of drafting legislation - one of the core functions of a polity system - constitutes probably the most significant recognition of the relevance assigned to the collective actors.

The main traits of the lawmaking procedure in which the social partners are involved (which we could therefore define as the “social dialogue” legislative procedure) can be summarised as follows. According to a first pattern, the social partners may participate in the process by means of a consultation procedure. Pursuant to art.138, par.2, of the EC Treaty, the Commission, before submitting a proposal on a social policy issue, must consult the social partners. After this first consultation, the Commission may draft a proposal and submit it to the social partners, who may draft an opinion or a recommendation. After this second consultation, the legislative proposal follows the procedure provided by art.251, with the involvement of the European Parliament, and will be enacted by the Council either by qualified majority or a unanimous vote (depending on the topic, art.137).

The legislative procedure may nonetheless follow a second alternative pattern (enshrined in art.138, par.4), within which the social partners become the main players. Upon the first consultation of art.138, the social partners may inform the Commission of the wish to open negotiations in the view of reaching an agreement on the content of the proposal. In other terms, they retain the power to draft the legislative proposal for a term of nine months (term which may be extended by an agreement with the Commission). If an agreement is reached between the social partners, pursuant to art.139, par.2, it may be implemented either by a decision of the Council or at national level (according to the procedures of the social partners and Member States). If the social partners do not reach an agreement on the legislative proposal, the “standard” lawmaking procedure of art. 137
will apply (the Commission will therefore draft the proposal and the procedure of art.251 will be followed).

So far, the Council has always implemented the agreements reached by the social partners by means of a Directive, following the technique of the “annex”. By reason of such procedure, the agreement, annexed to the Directive in the original text drafted by the parties, is granted binding effect, *erga omnes*, assuming at any effect the force of EC legislation\(^1\).  

Pursuant to the mentioned scheme, the social partners are granted the option, once the Commission has informed them of the intention of taking an action on a certain issue, to take over (or to “hijack”, in the effective words of Lammy Betten\(^2\)) the proposal from the Commission. In this case Community institutions, namely the Parliament and the Commission, are excluded, or pre-empted, from interfering, legislating or elaborating parallel proposals.  

The mere consideration of the normative framework as described above permits us to point out the following critical issues, which will be discussed, along with the consequent theoretical implications, throughout the paper:

(i) The subjects of the procedure. Art. 138 does not provide neither for a definition of “social partners” nor for any other criteria of access to the procedure. Who are the rule makers?  

(ii) Exclusion of the European Parliament. According to art. 138 and art. 139 of the EC Treaty, in case of intervention of the social partners the Parliament does not play any role and does not have any right (not even of consultation or information). Is there any consequence in terms of democratic legitimacy for this procedure?  

(iii) Institutional control. The Treaty does not explicitly provide for an eventual power of amendment of the Commission or the Council with respect to the proposal of the social partners. To what extent do the mentioned institutions
retain the powers to exercise control over the proposed legislation? What are the
limitations on the action of social partners?

**B. Who are the “social partners”?**

Whereas there is not a definition in EU legislative sources of “social partners”, in reality
there is a consolidated practice which refers the mentioned term, at European level, to
“sectorial” associations of trade unions and business organizations (meaning referred to a
specific sector, such as commerce sector, metalworkers and so on) and to three main
“intersectorial” or cross-sectoral organizations (specifically ETUC, European Trade
Unions Confederation, UNICE, Union of Industrial and Employers’ Confederations of
Europe and CEEP, European Center of Enterprises with Public Participation).

The above-mentioned organizations have “historically” been present on the European
community arena from very early. However, since the phenomenon of “social dialogue”
received a formal recognition in the Single European Act (1986), ETUC, UNICE and
CEEP have been the principal interlocutors of the European institutions. While the
associations at sectorial level are also very important (and indeed the social dialogue at
sectorial level is very lively in its current articulation\(^{15}\), we will focus only on the
intersectorial organizations, which are involved in the lawmaking process of more
general scope and relevance.

ETUC, UNICE and CEEP affiliate other collective agents, i.e. the representatives of
labour and management at national level\(^{16}\). With the only exception of CEEP, they do not
admit individual membership (single workers or employer).

The European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) was established in 1973 and to date
affiliates approximately 76 National Trade Union Confederations from 34 countries
(including candidate Central and Eastern European countries). The executive body is
composed of representatives of national members according to some quota defined in
proportion to the national affiliated members of each national organization. Decisions are usually taken by qualified majority. With regard to the internal structure of ETUC, it must be remarked that its statute does not provide for any legal mechanism (such as a mandate or delegation of powers) relating to the representation of interests of the affiliated national organizations in the eventual negotiation processes\textsuperscript{17}. By the same token, the same national members are not bound in any way to implement at national level decisions or policies guidelines established by the European level organization. Finally, the extreme diversity of the representation models adopted by the national affiliated members and their already relevant problems of representativity contribute to make the framework extremely complex and heterogeneous\textsuperscript{18}.

It is meaningful to note that that the business organizations have been founded immediately after the establishment of the Community. The UNICE was set in 1958, CEEP in 1961\textsuperscript{19}. They are equally composed of national employers’ confederations, with the exception of CEEP that admits also individual membership. Likewise the ETUC, management organizations have neither defined powers nor mandates to negotiate for national members and, on their turn, affiliated national organizations are not bound by European level agreements. Moreover, the aforementioned organizations have internal processes of deliberation (based on the unanimity rule, at least when agreements must be voted on) that reflect, at European level, the general situation of difficult governance and of employers’ associations.

The overview briefly outlined above leads us to some basic remarks. Firstly, there are still significant problems of coordination and representativity between the national level of the associations and the European peak-level organizations. The European-level actors are currently involved in shaping their internal organization and rules and however, they lack any internal mandate to act as bargaining agents on behalf of the national associations they claim to represent.

Secondly, there is an even weaker and evanescent link between the European level organizations and the final addressee of their action, meaning the individual worker and
the single employer. The European level associations affiliate national confederations, which, in turn, are usually formed by federations. Consequently, the final addressee of the European agreement or legislative measure (for instance the worker) seems to be very far from the first ring of the chain and, at any rate, he did not usually confer any mandate to negotiate to the European organizations. For that reason it is widely justifiable the conclusion according to which ETUC, UNICE, CEEP could be, at most representative of organizations (and this is already doubtful for the reasons explained above), but not of the majority of European employers and workers.20.

Finally, if, in addition to the unclear link between national level and European level organizations, we also consider the representativity deficit of labour and business associations also at national level, by reason of the extremely low membership rates on both sides (on the side of employees the low union affiliation is a widespread phenomenon), it becomes evident that while the agreement signed by the European social partners can become legislation binding for all the European citizens, only a very small fraction of those citizens are in reality represented in the process. And this latter conclusion surely raises the alarming question of the legitimacy of the whole law-making process.

C. Representativity of the social partners: the perspective of the European Commission and of the European Court of First Instance

The issue of the representativeness of social partners and of the selection criteria for the access to the “social dialogue” legislative procedure has understandably been very contentious. Indeed, both the European Commission and the European Court of First Instance expressed their opinion on the issue.

Following the introduction of the right of consultation for the social partners (Agreement on Social Policy, 1992), in December 1993 the Commission established three selection criteria for being considered as a “social partner” in the scope of the Agreement.21.
Nevertheless, the Commission asserted that the selection criteria were applicable only for the purpose of consultation because, in the event that the social partners were to decide to enter into negotiations in view of reaching an agreement, the principle of mutual recognition would apply. According to the mentioned requirements, the Commission then elaborated a list, annexed to the same Communication, of the organizations, which met the representativeness criteria, taking on the further commitment to update the data in the following years.22

This formulation generated enormous criticism, mainly because the selected criteria related almost exclusively to the formal organizational structures of the social partners, rather than to their “real” representativity.23 As a consequence, the European Parliament also recommended a review of the established representativity criteria, suggesting that the organizations should be able to provide a real mandate from their members to act as representative agents in the social dialogue procedure.24 To date, no changes have been effectively brought.

The social partners participating in negotiations of the agreements to date implemented by Directives of the European Council have been only ETUC, UNICE and CEEP, whilst other organizations25 (“representative” according to the list of European Commission valid only for consultation activities) have not been admitted to the table of negotiations. On such grounds (exclusion from negotiations) the whole system has been brought before EC judicial Courts.

In fact, following to the execution of the first Directive on Parental Leave, the organization UEAPME brought the case before the Court of First Instance of the European Communities, requesting annulment of the Directive by reason of its “illegitimate exclusion” from the lawmaking procedure. The interest of the judgment of the Court stays in its scope as it covers almost any aspect of the lawmaking procedure of articles 138 and 139 of the Treaty (this is why it is often recalled, even in this paper).26
Despite the unquestioned representativeness of UEAPME\textsuperscript{27}, the Court affirming the position of the Commission, held that private organizations cannot invoke before Community’s institutions any right to participate in the negotiations carried out to reach an agreement, as this is an “exclusive affair” of the social partners. However, a right of action for an excluded organization is admissible only where there is a lack of “sufficient representativity” of the signatories social partners. The concept of “cumulative sufficient representativity” is shaped by the Court with reference of the representativity of all the signatories parties, “taken together”, with respect to the content of the agreement (paragraph 90)\textsuperscript{28}.

However, when the social partners request the legislative implementation of the agreement, the Commission “thereupon resumes control of the procedure” (paragraph 84), therefore implying the duty to “examine the representativity of the signatories to the agreement in question”. The same function is assigned, as a second point of the institutional review, to the Council.

The extent of the institutional control on the representativity of the parties is not very clear. Firstly, the clear line drawn between the consultation stage and the eventual negotiation stage is quite artificial as the second stems from and is the clear extension of the first. Secondly, the criteria to assess the “cumulative” representativeness are extremely vague and pave the way to either discretion of the parties in excluding other representative parties or, on the other extreme, to admit parties with no individual sufficient representativity. Therefore in conclusion, the judgment of the Court of First Instance does not seem to have clarified the relevant uncertainties still concerning the “dogma” of representativity.

III. The paradigm of participation: old and new models

In the attempt of qualifying the model implemented at European level of participation of the social partners, several authors have not hesitated to qualify it as openly
“corporatist”\textsuperscript{29} or “protocorporatist”\textsuperscript{30}. The pragmatic acceptance of functional interest-representation in the policy-making is in fact, a main feature of corporatist systems. While lobbying is intended as a mechanism of interest articulation in a system based on open competition, in the corporatist view the integrated participation in public decision-making is realized through a small number of interest associations\textsuperscript{31}.

To a certain extent, the incorporation of interests represented by business and labour organizations is not unfamiliar to the traditions of some European Member States, where corporatist models have been largely implemented in the 1970s. However, the rediscovery of the macro or tripartite concertation at national level in the last decade\textsuperscript{32} (especially for the purpose of containing salaries growth\textsuperscript{33}) has determined a revival of corporate theories and the flourishing of a wide literature on the phenomenon\textsuperscript{34}.

Leaving aside the doubts on the theoretical applicability to the European dimension of a model conceived specifically for the national State, it must be said that the EU-level corporatism, if any in the social field, presents very peculiar features. Firstly, whereas the inclusion of private organizations of interests in the lawmaking procedure is in corporatist practices a political contingent choice (not rarely part of a broader “social pact”, attained in a given historical moment under certain political conditions\textsuperscript{35}), at Community level the rights of the social partners to be consulted, and eventually to determine the content of the legislation in the social field, is “institutionalized” or “constitutionalized” in the Treaty. Secondly, when the social partners take over the legislative initiative they strongly limit, in the current practice, the role of the other institutional actors (and actually their intervention replaces and excludes the European Parliament from the procedure). Most probably, this empowerment confirmed in its main traits by the judgment of the European Court of First Instance\textsuperscript{36}, has no parallel in the neo-corporatist models recently implemented in “national” democracies, based more on a power-sharing between private parties and institutions (“concertation” models) rather than on exclusionary attitudes.
The approach adopted by the European Union in shaping social policy, consisting in exercising legislative powers by achievement of a broader consensus through bargaining activities of groups, also recalls some elements of consociational theories. The normative model of “consociational democracy” (as opposed and alternative to majoritarian democracy) has been proposed by Arendt Lijpharts to manage conflicting interests in deeply divided multi-ethnic societies. Lijpharts’ model for conflict resolution is based on consensus and bargaining rather than on majoritarian mechanisms. “Consociational democracy means government by elite cartel designed to turn democracy with a fragmented political culture into a stable democracy”.

Hence, according to Lijphart, from an institutional perspective stability can be achieved through broadly inclusive coalitions, intense bargaining activity, representation of all segments of societies and compromise (rather than majoritarian rules).

If we assume that organizations of interests at European level represent “elites”, it could be held that the philosophy embedded in the European social policy model presupposes, consistently with the consociational approach, that elite-cooperation can overcome the imperfections of traditional decision-making. However if such hypothetical parallel could be drawn, we would realize that the European social model could be subject to the same criticism often raised against Lijphart theory - that is to say, the attitude of not being inclusive in the representation of interests of the wide range of interests in society. As a matter of fact, a wide representation of interests is excluded a priori in the EU social policy lawmaking procedure where there is not even a “plurality” of subjects. The elites acting in the EU social policy field consist in an extremely limited number of organizations, per se representatives of fragments of the society, and moreover with a truly low representativity.

Nevertheless, the partnership scheme enhanced in the EC Treaty for the social partners may hardly be assimilated with models previously elaborated. The procedure herein considered is certainly a self-regulatory process to the extent that legislation is accomplished through a bargaining activity of the parties. It is still not clear how and to what extent the elements of external control (to be exerted by the Commission and the
Council) can graft onto the sphere of activity of private parties, since so far it has been maintained that the Council may only accept or reject the proposal of the social partners. Consequently, the model enhanced appears to limit the role of the institutions to a merely controlling one, whose outcome can be a refusal of implementation only when fundamental provisions of the Treaty are endangered.

Given these premises, in the current framework it seems that there is no room for a concerted or coordinated activity between private and public parties in the procedure of articles 138 and 139 of the EC Treaty. The “take it or leave it” pattern prevents a real interaction between organizations of interests and public institutions and, consequently, a comprehensive assessment of a wide range of interests (beyond the interests of the private parties involved). Therefore, as will be better explained in section V, the model of participation of the social partners should be reshaped in our perspective, to ensure a more inclusive and balanced co-operation with the public institutions.

Finally, it must be also taken into account that theoretically, in a more radically critical approach, the very attitude of the participation of the social partners to increase the legitimacy of European governance has been questioned.

The critique concerns the notion of participation presented by the EU institutions (recently by the Commission in the White Paper on Governance). Magnette holds that the involvement currently fostered is based on an extremely limited conception of participation, dominated by the monopoly of organized groups (and the social partners are among them) and not by the idea of “enlarged” participation to ordinary citizens. Moreover, the involvement of citizens and groups currently envisaged is limited to defined procedures, without enhancing the “general level of civic consciousness and participation”. Therefore, the aim of creating conditions for an active exercise of citizenship may be pursued, according to Magnette, not by the inclusion of a few groups, but only by following the pattern of parliamentary democracy and majoritarian systems.
A similar major critic is raised by Steinberg, who also identifies the participation promoted by the Commission as limited to “organized, financially and conceptually powerful lobbying groups”\(^{42}\). Steinberg maintains that a real participation of citizens may be realized only with the opening also at European level of a political discourse and the inclusion of political parties as actors of civil society within the idea of participation.

The mentioned critics seem to highlight once again the lack of content of the EU citizenships and the long recognised problem of the gap and distance between EU citizens and the life of the EU institutions. Even so, shaping the discourse in terms of individual participation (of the citizens) \textit{versus} collective participation (of the organized groups) in our perspective is not correct. The desirable fortification of the individual-citizenship dimension in the EU (including the possibility to exercise more directly and actively individual rights) is not antithetic, neither alternative nor supplementary to the participation to the policymaking and institutional life of groups representative of organized interests. Functional representation, when exercised through fair representation and balanced with mechanisms ensuring public control on the process, can reinforce the democratic legitimacy of a system without endangering or jeopardizing the rights of the individual\(^{43}\).

\textbf{IV. Representation of interests through the social partners: representativity, democratic legitimacy and accountability. A critical assessment}

\textit{A. Representation of interests and democratic legitimacy}

The absence of clear criteria or yardsticks to evaluate the representativity of the social partners, their current scarce representativity and the exclusion of the European Parliament from the procedure are all issues which raise the following question: how should we assess the democratic legitimacy of the “social dialogue” legislative procedure?
We address the aforementioned issues under the following dimensions. Firstly, we inquire as to whether, according to the doctrines of political theory on democracy, there are sources of legitimacy alternative to parliamentary representation. Secondly, the significance of the link between representativity of the social partners and legitimacy of the procedure must be discussed, taking into consideration also the extent of institutional participation and control on the procedure. Thirdly, the relevance of the exclusion of the European Parliament from the process, in terms of legitimacy, is considered.

1. Sources of legitimacy alternative to parliamentary representation

The democratic legitimacy of a system is generally evaluated through the parameters of accountability and representation. Low legitimacy in any lawmaking procedure is commonly traced back to a lack of participation by the citizens in the making of the laws they will abide by.

According to classical theories on democracy, democratic legitimacy is the main feature of parliamentary systems, wherein public government is exercised by “the people” through elected representatives. It has however been largely observed that in recent times two other sources of legitimacy, beyond parliamentary representation, have increasingly become relevant in a democratic discourse: the functional articulation of interests of society into the political system and the ability to effectively deliver stability and welfare (“effectiveness”). Three such components (parliamentary representation of interests, functional representation and effectiveness) are usually combined and attributed different weights in the various political systems.

The functional representation of interests has mainly been expressed, as partially discussed above, in the two forms of corporatism (and this especially in some small European countries with a reduced fragmentation in sectors and greater cultural homogeneity) and lobbying schemes (see the US model). If, at national level, the emergence of direct functional representation of interests has increasingly taken place in the last decades as a supplement to strong parliamentary systems, at EC level such
representation has always played a strong role. One reason put forward to justify the relevance of functional representation (expressed mainly in the form of lobbying, with a trend to corporatism only in the social dialogue\textsuperscript{47}), has also been the lack of a strong party system and the absence of a powerful parliamentary dimension.

The third feature of democracy, related to its “effectiveness dimension” (as discussed by Dahl, 1963), has been addressed as the ability of a democratic system to provide for political solutions, security and welfare. The widespread tendency, in recent decades, to stress the significance of effectiveness has led to an even more significant delegation of decision-making power to informal groups and organizations (with the consequent reduction of the parliamentary role), giving rise to the phenomenon of what has been named the “post-parliamentary or organic democracy”\textsuperscript{48}. At European level the effectiveness principle turns out to be crucial, as the Community itself has as its main goal, achieving the objectives that member states alone may not achieve.

Given these premises, we may then ask whether, in the limited context of the social dialogue legislative procedure, the functional representation of the social partners and the effectiveness of the procedure may replace, in terms of a democratic discourse, the lack of an adequate representation of citizens in the lawmaking process. As a matter of fact, representation by the main organizations of labour and management is surely a functional representation of interests and the effectiveness of the procedure may be interpreted as the attitude of the procedure to attain the result of an efficient implementation of legislation in the field of social policy.

As for the relationship between effectiveness and representativity, in normative democratic theory it has been held that “effectiveness can, however, not replace representativity as in independent basis of legitimacy”, because effectiveness is a supplementary but not an autonomous element of democracy\textsuperscript{49}.

This argument can be brought to conclude that also in the social dialogue lawmaking procedure the effectiveness of the process, which has been addressed by some scholars as
the only and very reason itself for the empowerment of social partners\textsuperscript{50}, may not replace or compensate the evident lack of representativity. While effectiveness can be addressed as a parameter to evaluate the real ability of a system or a process to deliver solutions, an adequate representation is the basic element able to confer legitimacy on the process.

In connection with the issue of functional representation, it is worth remarking that in democratic systems the functional channel of representation, when in existing, is usually not exclusive and more importantly, that Parliament or other representative institutions do retain the power to exercise control, more or less extensive, on the decision making of the organizations of interests\textsuperscript{51}. These circumstances are not met in the procedure considered here, where (i) there is not a concurrent representation of the social partners and the European Parliament (which is excluded) and (ii) the Commission and the Council seem to be only entitled to accept or reject the legislative proposal (without any power of amendment). Hence, we must conclude that the functional representation of social partners is not \textit{per se} capable of replacing the lack of representation in the lawmaking process.

2. Representativity of social partners and legitimacy of the lawmaking process: which link?

The mere relevance of a connection between the representativity of the social partners on one side, and the democratic legitimacy of the lawmaking process on the other, has been questioned in principle. This is due to the fact that it has been maintained that legitimacy could never arise from representativity of private subjects\textsuperscript{52}. The consequence of such position is that, by reason of the “illusion of democratic legitimation” given to the lawmaking process by the participation of the collective actors, the representativeness of the social partners would be, in democratic terms, irrelevant\textsuperscript{53}.

The interpretation described above is, in our perspective, only partially correct. It is true that a more unequivocal representativity of the social partners is not in itself able to
confer full legitimacy on the process, because the principle of sovereignty of people cannot be traced back solely to labour or management organizations. Accordingly, in this paper we strongly advocate different mechanisms of participation of EU institutions in the process or the involvement of the European Parliament.

Nevertheless, if an adequate representativity of the social partners is not sufficient, it certainly is in our view, one of the conditions necessary to attain legitimacy in the social dialogue lawmaking procedure. This is because, as already remarked, the social partners, more than the institutional bodies, are the main actors in the lawmaking procedure considered here, as they may remove the proposal from the control of the Commission and regulate the matter. Such power clearly emerges if we consider that, while Council certainly has the right to refuse the implementation of an agreement, it probably does not retain powers of amendment of the legislative proposal.

The possibility of bringing amendments was originally explicitly stated in the Agreement of 31 October 1991 (signed by ETUC, UNICE, CEEP) from which the Agreement on Social Policy of 1992 originated. However, such provision has not been later transposed into the Social Policy Agreement annexed to the Maastricht Treaty and therefore it is not today included in the EC Treaty (in which, since 1997, the Social Policy Agreement has been, in its turn, transposed). Given the doubts arisen from the silence of the text of the Social Policy Agreement of 1992, the Commission, in a Communication of 1993, expressed the opinion that the Council should not amend the collective agreements because the autonomy of the social partners must be preserved. The same position was later confirmed in the explanatory memorandum on the implementation of the agreement on Parental leave. Similarly, the prevalent opinion among scholars is that amendments by the EU institutions to the agreements drafted by the social partners would not be allowed because they would be inconsistent with the clear intent of the legislature to enhance the autonomy and the initiative of the social partners.
De facto however, thus far the Council and the Commission have never modified the mentioned agreements, always implemented exactly in the original text (using the technique, discussed in sect.2, of the Annex of the agreement to the Directive).

The outcome of this setting is that the agreements are capable of indirectly becoming a source of EC law. The clear consequence is that in our perspective, an assessment of the representativity of the social partners seems to respond to fundamental democratic principle of the accountability of the lawmakers. Indeed, the democratic principles imply that citizens should be involved in lawmaking through some rights and procedures, whose final aim is to ensure that the “addressees of the law can also participate in the making of the law”.

Lacking the representativity of the social partners, such link could be, in our perspective, disproved.

3. The exclusion of the European Parliament and the democratic legitimacy of the process

In the controversial debate surrounding the democratic deficit in the European Union, an increase of legitimacy through strengthening the role of the Parliament in decision-making processes has been firmly advocated. As a point of reference, even if the EU system is not a parliamentary democracy, it has been largely recognized that the European Parliament is the institutional body which, by reason of the territorial representation, should guarantee a wider and more inclusive representation of the will of European citizens. Actually, the defense of the prerogatives of the European Parliament is also at the core of the theory of institutional balance, demanding a more fair distribution of powers between EU institutions.

In the institutional framework, consistently with such commonly shared setting, the changes implemented in the more recent revisions of the EC Treaty have indeed strengthened the role of the Parliament (also through a larger application of the co-decision procedure).
Still, it is evident that the social dialogue legislative procedure contained in the Treaty, according to which the European Parliament is not even formally to be consulted - is in clear counter-trend with respect to the reformations of the EC Treaty and the institutional strategies described above. The marginalization of the European Parliament could then seem even more surprising if we consider that the legislative action in the social policy field affects an area of regulation that is probably the closest to the interests of citizens.

In normative terms, we should ask whether the exclusion of the European Parliament has far-reaching consequences in terms of democratic legitimacy of the lawmaking procedure: if the Parliament should represent “the people” of Europe, are the social partners, with their low representativity, able to replace the parliamentary assembly and represent “the people” of Europe? Is there any proportion between the subjects represented by the social partners and the effect that the “negotiated” legislation will have?

These inquiries received a very questionable –and unsatisfactory-- answer by the European Court of First Instance in the UEAPME case. After having openly confirmed the position of the European Court of Justice, according to which the legislative procedures must reflect the fundamental democratic principle of participation through the representative assembly (paragraph. 88), the Court of First Instance surprisingly held that, lacking the European Parliament in the social dialogue procedure, “the participation of the people is otherwise assured... through the parties representatives of management and labour who concluded the agreement” (par. 89). Holding that the will of the people may be legitimately and alternatively represented via Parliament or via the social partners, the Court seems to imply that two channels of representation are, in practice, equivalent.

Indeed, such an assertion is surely questionable. From a theoretical point of view, private actors may never achieve the legitimacy of a democratically elected parliamentary assembly, the only direct expression of the sovereignty of people. In addition to that, the
empirical observation of the evident lack of representativity of the social partners leads us to definitely reject such conclusion.

The Court brings the argument that the legitimacy of the process is ensured by the intervention in the procedure of the Commission and the Council, for they have the tasks of evaluating whether the content of the agreement is consistent with the principles of European Law and for determining whether the social partners were sufficiently representative. But, for the reasons mentioned throughout the paper (concerning the uncertainty about the real extent of control exercised by the Commission and the Council and the vagueness of the criteria to assess the representativity of social partners) the position of the Court on this point is certainly not convincing.

In conclusion, the exclusion of the European Parliament from the lawmaking procedure may have, in our view, relevant consequences in democratic terms, furthermore because the absence of the Parliament is not balanced by a participation of the other institutions (the Council and the Commission do not really have any real power to discuss or amend the proposal). The scarce representativity of the social partners does not ensure a wide representation of interests, and the lack of the Parliament increases the deficit of representation in the procedure.

Firstly, from a “quantitative” point of view, there is a clear disproportion between the subjects that the social partners may (even theoretically) represent and the number of people that their action may affect (making reference to the statistic and numbers of the Commission about 70 millions workers). Secondly, the exclusive representation through private parties (without the interaction of an institutional subject representing “the people” and the public interest) leaves open the issue of unrepresented interests in the formation of legislation. Thirdly and similarly, the risk of inequality in the process, between management and labour is not balanced with the presence of an impartial actor representing the more general will of the people. All these questions will be further discussed in section V of the paper.
B. Accountability

The accountability of rulers is a crucial feature of any democratic system. According to Schmitter and Karl, the term “democracy” can be referred to a “regime or system of governance in which rulers are held accountable for their actions in the public realm by citizens, acting indirectly through the competition and cooperation of their representatives”\(^63\).

Drawing on this generally shared assumption, we may argue that the need for accountability, intended as the capability of subjects exercising public functions to be held responsible for their actions, implies, in political terms, the problem of control by citizens of the actors deliberating on public issues.

Given that the social partners play the role of “rulers” in drafting legislation, they should in some way be accountable. But so far, it has been very difficult to hypothesize a system of control or review executed by citizens, by members of the same organizations or by institutions according to predetermined rules and procedures.

Obradovic addresses the problem of accountability with reference to the literature on representation of interests in corporatist systems\(^64\). By also making reference to the theory of democracy by Andersen recalled above, she argues that the justifications for incorporating social actors in the lawmaking procedures may be found in the notion of “representative efficiency” or in the achievement of “public interest”. According to the former, functional accountability as a consequence of functional representation, could be justified by economic efficiency reasons, namely when the participation of some specific groups to the formation of policy leads to tangible efficient results\(^65\). The “public interest” argument is based on the idea that functional representation via organized interest groups gives voice to interests openly and clearly linked with public purposes and therefore it is justified to the extent it is coincident or compatible with stated purposes of public policy\(^66\).
The position of Obradovic, according to which the vague concept of “public interest” at European level (and in particular in the social policy field) does not provide for clear standards to measure or to vindicate neither the actions of the social partners nor their accountability, can be definitely shared. The arguments already discussed in the paper with respect to the general issue of democratic legitimacy have also already highlighted the salience of the accountability problem.

A last relevant implication, which will be discussed in the next section, arising from the lack of a set of rules to determine the accountability of the social partners concerns the political responsibility of the legislative actions reached through the social dialogue legislative procedure.

V. Fair representation and democratic legitimacy: a proposal

In this paper, starting from the recognition that the legislative participatory model introduced in EU social policy is an extremely important opportunity in the direction of experimenting and encouraging self-regulatory techniques, we raised the question of whether the scheme currently realized may result in a “democratic paradox”. The envisaged risk consists, as explained in the paper, in the fact that the lack of representativity of the actors, the exclusion of the European Parliament from the procedure and the limits of the action of the Commission and the Council could ultimately end up re-enforcing, rather than reducing, the democratic deficit of the process.

Building on this conclusion, our proposal aims at improving the democratic legitimacy and accountability of the legislative procedure according to two main directives: setting clearer rules for the action of the social partners and attaining a more balanced participation of the EU institutions in the procedure.

A. Rules on representation
As held by Moravsic, at the European level “full representation” is not feasible but “fair representation” must be a goal. Indeed the representation of millions of citizens (and in our case of millions of workers) imposes the difficult task of organizing interests and of necessarily adapting the normative models of representation to the broad EU dimension. However, the basic principles of authorization and accountability, embedded in the very notion of representation, may not be completely displaced.

According to this approach, in the first instance we would propose that the European level organizations of labour and management (which are presently subjects with weak structures and uncertain rules) adopt clearer internal rules. Such directives should have the purpose of: a) clarifying the scope and limits of the mandate from the national members (national-level organizations) b) establishing internal mechanisms for the assessment of the representativity of the affiliated members; c) creating rules for “internal” accountability; and d) re-enforcing the relationships with the grass-roots of the organizations.

In addition to that, at EU institutional level the rules on representativity should also be specified, at least when the legislative functions of the social partners are at stake. The concept of “sufficient cumulative representativeness”, introduced by the European Court of First instance as a parameter for institutional control over the agreement is, for the reasons discussed above, very vague. Therefore more certain standards, aiming at assessing the real consistency of the lawmakers, should be elaborated.

If it is true that “what distinguish[es] democratic rulers from non-democratic ones are the norms that determine how they become rulers and the practices that hold them accountable for what they do once they have become rulers”68, such changes cannot be neglected. They would confer to the collective actors a degree of legitimacy that is more proportionate to the relevant role and the significant responsibilities granted to them by the EC Treaty. At the same time, the implementation of the modifications suggested above could accomplish the additional goals of ensuring better coordination between the European and the national level of the labour and business organizations (also in the view
of a coherent implementation at national level of the legislation enacted at European level) and a better representation and protection of the rights of the individuals.

Most of the changes outlined above are consistent with all the issues concerning the representation of interests already raised and discussed in the paper. Nevertheless, an effort of the social partners in creating also a set of rules to ensure transparency in the deliberation process would also be advisable. The current deliberation procedure followed is very secretive, as social partners do not act referring to a protocol or a procedure known or accessible in any way by the citizens. But, being the agreement reached between the social partners able to be transformed in the content of a binding legislative act and being transparency a major value of democracy, citizens should be given instruments to control or simply being informed about the path and content of a legislative proposal (actors, content of the proposals and counter-proposals of the several players and so on).

Finally, the adjustments addressed (also consistent with the view reflected in the White Paper on Governance, according to which not only the institutions but also civil society actors must act pursuing to the recalled principles of good governance) are even more necessary in view of the coming enlargement. The increase in the number of actors and of interests to be represented by the social partners imposes, more so than ever before, the definition of a more unambiguous framework of rules to ensure fair representation and participation in an enlarged context.

**B. The complementarity of functional and territorial representation**

The second amendment we advocate is the re-establishment of a more adequate balance in the legislative procedure between private and public parties.

Such argument may appear apparently in conflict with the goal of promoting and encouraging self-regulatory processes. The clear trend toward the experimentation of new regulatory models is grounded on objective reasons, among which are the excessive work...
load of Parliaments, the inefficiency of public systems versus the efficiency of private schemes, and the value of expertise of specialized subjects. In this perspective, the rationale of the current system may be mainly seen in promoting the autonomy of social partners, “revitalizing” EU social policy and improving the efficiency of legislative intervention.

On the other hand, even if collective bargaining is per se a self-regulatory process, within the procedure considered the final outcome of the negotiation process, becomes a legislation binding on 70 millions of workers. A “private” phenomenon, including collective bargaining activity and agreements executed between private parties (social partners), ends up in the “public” sphere by the transformation of an agreement into binding law. Yet, the interests at stake in the social policy field are very broad and therefore a broader representation of interests (rather than the representation ensured by the social partners) is necessary. Ultimately, the social partners are not accountable and thus they do not have the political responsibility for lawmaking.

All the above-mentioned remarks lead to the conclusion that functional representation cannot completely replace public political control and that the enhancement of self-regulatory process needs to be counterbalanced with elements of public review and control. This explains why, in substance, we advocate a closer cooperation between institutions and social partners.

On a more pragmatic standpoint, the aspiration to safeguard the rationale of the social dialogue legislative procedure (promoting the autonomy of social partners and the self-regulatory process) and the aim of preserving the public interest must be transposed into a technical solution that will be without a doubt difficult to design. In the present paper we may attempt to outline the general content of several alternatives along with their intrinsic limits. However, these alternatives and their inherent implications will require further exploration.
A first option to consider could be a “recovery” of the role of the European Parliament in the social dialogue legislative procedure. The anomalous absolute exclusion of the mentioned institution has been remarked either by the Commission (which, albeit on a totally informal and voluntary basis, has always kept the Parliament informed on the ongoing negotiations) or by the European Parliament itself, which has repeatedly sought recognition of its right to participate in the procedure\textsuperscript{70}.

In theoretical terms, re-balancing the representation gap in the lawmaking process by the involvement of the European Parliament, other than being more consistent with the ordinary lawmaking procedure of the Treaty, would ensure a wider representation of interests that only the territorial channel of representation can better guarantee (despite the known limits of the European Parliament). The participation of the European Parliament in a legislative procedure which remains however mainly delegated to social partners would, among others, (i) minimize the significant problem of the under-represented interest (which may occur in the case of representation by private parties) (ii) lessen the general risk of the representativity deficit and finally (iii) rebalance the risk of inequality in the process between the interests of management and labour (a particular danger vigorously noted by scholars as an additional risk to the democratic foundations of the process\textsuperscript{71}).

Obviously, the positive effect in terms of legitimacy of the process of the participation of the European Parliament to the legislative process are reduced by the numerous limits which characterize such institution at EU level (in the EU Parliament there is not a notably strong political parties system, but more so lobbying system; at the end, the same EU is not a parliamentary democracy).

The European Parliament could be involved in the process according to different models of intervention. For instance, the Parliament could simply ratify the agreement of the social partners. Such solution excludes \textit{a priori} any real participation, reproducing the “take it or leave it” scheme currently offered to the Council. However, the method
suggested would fully preserve the autonomy of the social actors, giving only a “seal” of democracy to the procedure.

In a second scenario, a number of hearings of the social partners (before the legislative proposal is finally drafted) could be introduced. Accordingly, the social partners would at least have the opportunity to take into consideration the proposal of the Parliament and their autonomy would not be endangered. Finally, the co-decision procedure could be extended also to the social dialogue procedure. This option would however bring the legislative procedure back to the ordinary track, thus forth endangering the parameters of efficiency that are the feature of the current procedure.

A further alternative could consist in introducing mechanisms of “dialogue”, which could be more or less stringent, between the Commission and the social partners. The Commission - representing the “public interest” in the architecture of the Community - could act as an intermediary, at least having the opportunity to express opinions and suggestions on the legislative proposal.

In conclusion, it is submitted that the participation of the social partners in European governance, currently possessing great “potential” in democratic terms, should definitely be fostered. The experimentation currently in force has provided the possibility to reveal the benefits, but also the limits, of such an involvement. Nevertheless, the rules according to which such a potential shall be expressed (especially in the lawmaking procedure), must be consistent with the basic principles of democracy and legitimacy in order to accomplish the goal of representing as many voices as possible.
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